Arturo Dell'Acqua Bellavitis, architect, has been for ten years president of the Triennale Design
Museum in Milan for which he has developed the new concept of a changing museum and the
different editorial lines on new Italian design, the masters and new looks on new design from far
away countries.
He is Industrial Design full professor, at the Design School of the Politecnico di Milano, where, he
has covered for eight years the role of Head of the Design Department and for seven years the role
of Dean of the School of Design.
He is one of the founders of the College of Design of the Politecnico and of the Interior Design PhD
course and later the Design PhD course.
He has started for Polimi and he is still directing design courses in India and exchange course with
American and Chinese top Fashion Schools.
He lectured at the Universities of Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Barcelona, Montreal, Berlin,
Shanghaj, Beijing, Orleans, Paris, Melbourne, Buenos Aires,

Santiago, New York, Takshent,

Tehran, Istanbul, Saõ Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.
He is one of the founder and actual President of Milan Fashion Institute connecting Politecnico di
Milano, Università Bocconi and Università Cattolica in their activities in the field of fashion
management and design. In the board of this consortium he has planned the master courses
delivered by this institution.
He has developed scientific researches on interior design and fashion, and more recently on retail
and new scenarios. His actual area of interest is interior and fashion.
He has planned and directed since many years master courses and short courses to Chinese
professionals on interior and design both in different Chinese cities and in Italy. He is actually
director of International Art and Design Center in Shenzhen (China) where he is actually taking
care of the Design museum which will open in a few months.

